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Review: 

Plead for unity. Agree to disagree. May not agree w/everything about a church, but don’t be unity breaker. 

Dealing with anxiety. 

 

Verse 8   Our Minefield – our Minds!       

Romans 12:2 

(David Jeremiah) The brain isn’t just the headquarters of our personalities; it’s the battlefield for our souls. 

Every spiritual battle is won or lost in the mind, and that’s why it’s important to fill our minds with God’s 

Word. The Bible says, “For those who live according to the flesh set their minds on the things of the flesh, but 

those who live according to the Spirit, the things of the Spirit” (Romans 8:5). 

 

Notice how the word “Whatever” is used for everything we are to focus upon? 

True GK: from two words “without” and “hide”. Things that we don’t need to hide! Things that don’t bring 

shame or embarrassment. Example?? We have a profile that is better than another view of us. 

John 17:17 “Your word is truth”.  

Noble GK: Honorable, worthy of respect, of good character. Comes from word “to revere, worship” 

Right GK: (adjective) Righteous. “right living” (McAurther) describes whatever is in perfect harmony with 

God’s eternal, unchanging standards, as revealed in scripture. We think of anything but this, Ja 1:13-15 

Pure GK: Being without defect. Comes from GK word for Holy. In I Peter, Be holy because I am holy. 

Wholesome. Not mixed with moral impurity. 

Lovely GK: (Lowu) pertaining to that which causes people to be pleased with something. Promoting peace 

Could be translated “sweet,” “gracious,” “generous,” or “patient.” (Rem Euodia and Syntyche behavior?) 

Only appears here in NT! 

Admirable GK: from “well” and “fame” Something to look up to. Highly regarded and well thought of. 

Only appears here in NT! 

Excellent GK: (Vincent) “intrinsic eminence, moral goodness, virtue,” 

Praiseworthy GK: Causes God to be praised 

REFLECTION---------------------------Briefest Biography of Christ (McGee) 

 

Think about/dwell GK: Think about in a logical and detailed fashion. Very reflective!  

Not in one ear and out the other ear! Contemplate. Like pondering having your favorite meal being served on 

your birthday! You savor the upcoming good tastes in your mind! You smile. You can’t wait for that meal!  
Present Imperative Active   

• Romans 12:2 (Eph 4:23) 

• Col 3:2 

EVERYTHING starts in our MIND. 

Don’t Read This printed on a sign. 

Night time hunger. Those FOOD commercials…. 

• James 1:13-15 

• Gal 5:16 - 18 

The things that are not of the Spirit “short circuit” our lives and our walk! 

The “world” and the “Spirit” are in conflict with each other. Its like “light” and “dark” compete with each other. 

 

It’s hard to control our minds, and we can’t do it alone. We need the Lord Jesus to come with His broom, 

dustpan, mop, and disinfectant. Our greatest obligation is to find, read, memorize, and meditate on the verses of 

Scripture He gives us. 
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Eph 4:21- 24 

• What do we take off? 

• What do we put on? 

• We are to be crucifying our past life. Let go of that baggage! 

Biblical thinking is so important today.  Relativism vs Bible 

• We are so concerned with self. How does that make us feel? Does that sound “good” to us? 

• When God says to be doing something, should we only act when we think it is good for us? Parents! 

• Bereans searched the scriptures diligently to see if what Paul was saying was accurate. Acts 17:11  

• As we move closer and closer to the end times, the truth will be viewed by the world as “inconvenient”.  

 

Verse 9   Putting it into Practice!       

Learned GK: “learned from someone else’s example” ‘teaching, learning, instructing, and discipling’  

Received GK: “refers to receiving teaching”  I Thess 2:13  Received the Word of God as it is. Not Paul’s. 

Heard from me: Could include directly or indirectly.  

• What do people hear about you or myself?  

• What is publicly known about us, is that something for others to put into practice?  

Seen GK: Two words: See and Know. AKA Observations! 

• People are watching us. 

• In Public, at Work, at Play, at Home, etc 

Put  GK: Practice Doctors and Lawyers have a “practice”. Their career path in which they follow specifics.  

• Our specifics are what Bible shares.  

Present Imperative Active   Carries idea of “habitually practice” 

Galatians 5:16 walking by the Spirit 

 

God of Peace is with you! 

Will Be With GK: (Mike) Carries the idea of accompanying or walking with someone.  
Future Middle   

• Middle voice represents us taking action upon ourselves to allow something to happen. 

• When we consciously choose to think about the things of V8 and V9, we are making a choice that opens 

the door for a close association with God! We are “inviting” Him to be walking with us! 

• God walked in the cool of the garden with Adam! After the fall, God called to Adam. 

• God does not force Himself upon us! We need to choose to open the door for salvation and fellowship. 

• The God of the entire universe chooses to be with his creation!  

 

Verse 10    Encouragement from Others     

Rejoice Greatly GK: “to joy, rejoice, be glad” (Vincent) to be in a state of … (Lowu) 

Renewed Concern GK: The activity represented by this word involves the will, affections, and conscience. 
Present Infinitive Active   
 

No opportunity to show it 
Imperfect Tense   
Philippians were concerned, but could not physically help. Paul was in a Roman jail 798 of miles away. They 

had a desire to help involving their will, affections, and conscience. Long Hike even today!  

• Going to visit a person in a Roman Prison was dangerous.  

• Viewed as an accomplice, collaborator, etc 

• Epaphroditus made the journey and almost died Phil 3:27 
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Philippians had a track record of helping Paul in Thessalonica and other places.  

They really were concerned prayerfully and had a desire to give.  

• Corinthians were the first with the desire to give. 

• Look lustfully at a woman, you have already sinned. 

• We are judged by our thoughts. 

• The power of thoughts may also include being rewarded for their thoughts. Verse 17 what I desire is 

that more be credited to your account. 

 

Verse 11    Contentment Part I      

Not in Need! 

• Receiving “support” in some “tangible visible” way, is an encouragement! 

• Praying for a person makes things happen, but when we let the person know we are lifting them up, that 

is very encouraging to the person! 

 

I Have GK: Present Indicative Active    

Learned GK: Through personal experience and practice. 

Aorist Indicative Active   (grammar means it’s a fact that was accomplished in the past.) 

To be GK: 

Present Infinitive Active   Ongoing state.. 

Have a focus of being…  

Content GK: Satisfied with one’s lot or status in life. Carries idea of being content and self-sufficient.  

• Things can really control us becoming our master. 

• Once we have some things, we feel we need more things. 

• The we need a better or BIGGER version of the things we already attained. More More More!!! 

• Some of the happiest people I know have LESS!~  

• READ I Tim 6:6-11 (godliness with contentment is GREAT Gain!) 

 

Verse 12    Contentment Part II      
Know GK: From two words: See and Know. To perceive and understand what it’s like.  

• How to make due and make it through with what one has. “Street Smarts”!!! 
Present Indicative Active    
 

Need GK: (BDAG) to subject to strict discipline, constrain, mortify. Carries the idea of narrow tight situation. 

Present Infinitive Middle The present tense indicates Paul experienced being in need in an ongoing basis. I Cor 4:11 

• Living barely paycheck to paycheck. 

• Running the thermostat at 60 degrees to make it through winter. 

• Middle voice means he’s bringing some of this being in need on himself. How?? 

 

Know GK: Same as first know in this verse. Present Indicative Active 

Plenty GK: To have an abundance or excess.  

➢ Carries the idea of having way more than what is expected, needed, required, or desired. 
Present Infinitive Active    

• Paul knows how to live in plenty even when he does not have plenty. 

• He is thankful for all God gives him both the good times and the not so good times. 

• Acts 9 God said, “how much Paul must suffer for my name.” Phil 1:29   
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Learned Secret GK: (Lowu) learn the secret of something through personal experience or result of initiation.  

(Zodhiates) To initiate into the mysteries, introduce to things not known before, to learn a secret.  

Used only here in Phil. 4:12 where the verb is parallel to manthánō (3129), to learn or understand, in Phil. 4:11. 

Perfect Indicative Passive   Perfect indicates Paul learned this lesson in the past & the results carry on today! 

Content in any Situation GK: Includes the idea of oneness and totality.  

• Not just one or two big things in life 

• Every little, medium, and big thing! The TOTALITY! 

 

Well Fed GK: State after a rich Thanksgiving meal! 

Present Infinitive Middle   I personally believe this indicates allowing the Lord to bless. Trusting in Him! 

Hungry GK: I Cor 4:11 

Present Infinitive Active   Present tense indicates not a onetime event but ongoing. 

 

Plenty GK: Your cereal bowl flowth over!  
 Present Infinitive Active    
 

Want GK: Present Infinitive Middle  Lacking essentials  

 

Matt 6:25 – 27, 34  Do not worry about your life 

➢ Worry can be a BIG DRAG on our lives. 

➢ Phil 4:6 Don’t be anxious about anything… 

 

Verse 13    The POWER Source!!!   

I Can do GK: This is a forceful strength gives strength, ability, and power both physically and morally. 
Present Indicative Active    
 

Everything GK: Includes the idea of oneness and totality. Save GK as Situation in v12. 

 

Through HIM   
He Vine we branches! John 15:5  Secret! 

 

Gives Strength GK: Comes from two words “in” and “power” “dunamis” translates to Dynamite in English 
Present Active Participle    
2 Cor 12:9; Eph 3:16; Col 1:11  

 

Applications for Us 

1. What do we think about? 

a. Junk in Junk out! 

b. Phil 4:8: How often should we think about those types of things compared to all other things in life? 

 

2. Contentment 

a. What does contentment look like?  

b. How content are we with the life we live?  

c. TRICK QUESTION: Should we ever be spiritually content? 

 

3. What’s our Secret Power? 

a. Jesus! 

b. We Can do ALL things through Jesus! 

Participating in the results. Not 

complaining but accepting. 


